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                 Market Structure and Competitor Analysis                Market Structure and Competitor Analysis

                 [M T450 : Marketing Manageme nt] U n it 4 A ss ig n m en t  Assignment : Minnesota Mi cromotors Paper Instructions  Please answer the follow ing questions in a 3 –5 page paper ( include additional title and reference s pages) and include  APA format and citation style with accompanying references :  1. What was your marketing strategy for each of the decisions entered into the simulation game in Quarter #1?  2. What were the results of your decisions?  3. Analyze the results in terms of success or failure.  4. What changes will you make in future quarters?  Please insert a screen shot of the Quarter #1 results in y our paper. This can be done by highlighting the results,  hitting “Control+C,” and then inserting the results in your paper by hitting “Control+V.”  5. Please view the rubric below for full Assignment details.  6. Why is the notion of derived demand so important fo r companies selling products and services to other  organizations?  7. What is the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) for Minnesota Micromotors, Inc. (MM)   Submit your paper to the Unit 4: Assignment Dropbox.   Unit 4 Assignment Grading Rubric  40  Based on the simulation  Possible Points  Specific Paper Objectives: Assignment Checklist (80%):   Marketing strategy for the quarter  4  What were the results of your decisions?  4  Analyze the results in terms of success or failure  5  What changes will you make in future quarters?  4  Target market  5  Screen Shot  5  NAICS Question  5  Subtotal  32 [M T450 : Marketing Manageme nt]   Writing Style, Grammar, APA (20%)   Grammar and Spelling  3  Paper is 3 –5 pages in length and r esponses are  concise and direct  3  Reference list and citations are provided  2   8  Total  40 points   
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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